Please follow the below instructions to create the poster you will use for NSRP Day at the
Washington Navy Yard. The poster template you receive will have the needed font and size
predetermined, along with the static information that you must leave on your poster.
BLUF: The objective for the poster is to draw the viewer in for a discussion about the project by
clearly communicating the value of the project to industry and the Navy, It is not intended that
these posters to become essentially a ‘stand-alone’ technical report. Your panel chair (or project
lead) will be able to provide more detail during the discussion.
Title: Please use the official title of your project that was approved by NSRP.
Font: Segoe UI @ 72, bold.
Tag Line: Describe your project’s value (to industry and the Navy) in one line that is easily understood

by the educated public. If available, provide projected savings numbers (hours or $); with the details of
these in ‘Project Benefits’ section.
Examples: High-Speed, High Quality Welding of Copper Nickel Pipe Joints;
Reduces training time by 20% with a 50% increased retention
Safer Inspection of Medium-High Voltage Electrical Panels
Simplified and more accurate calculations for lifting ship structures during construction
Font: Segeo UI @ 60, bold.

Team: Please use the official list of team members, beginning with the project lead.
Example: LEAD | Team Member 1 | Team Member 2 | Team Member 3 | Team Member 4
Font: Segoe UI 40, bold. Lead team member is listed in all caps.
Graphic Placeholder: Use at least one of these placeholders (two or more preferred) to add visual
content to your poster. You may manipulate the size and shape of the graphic placeholder to best fit your
project. Possible graphics may be an illustrative photo of the problem statement, the solution, and/or
graphs or photos that indicate project results. Graphics are very important elements for drawing viewers
in for the discussion. Please avoid using a stock graphic of a ship.
Problem Statement: Title font is Segoe UI 54, bold.
Description font is Segoe UI 40.
Why was this project started? What problem did your team recognize needed to be solved?
Solution/ Approach: Title font is Segoe UI 54, bold.
Description font is Segoe UI 40.
What was/is being done to solve the problem? How is your team solving the problem? The
intended content in this section are short, action-type bullets that describe the approach and
summarize the project tasks, rather than a long narrative section.
Project Results: Title font is Segoe UI 54, bold.
Description font is Segoe UI 40.

Findings, result(s), and research implications. Does your team have any hard results that they can
publish in the interim if the project is not finished? More technical descriptions and information
in this section are desired.
Project Benefits: Title font is Segoe UI 54, bold.
Description font is Segoe UI 40.
What are the projected or actual benefits of the project? What is the ultimate result of the project,
or what is projected to be the results? Keep in mind the target audience when providing this
section. Clear and concise communication here is vital. Where objective information is available,
include it here, along with supporting details. This section will show our stakeholders what they
get for their investments and provides rationale for them to keep investing.

Please note**
All NSRP presentations must be able to be briefed in front of a Public Audience. Please confirm with
Caroline Mueller that your presentation is acceptable to be briefed in front of an NSRP Meeting that is
open to the public.

